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Communication at the Speed of Light (CaSoL):
A New Paradigm for Designing Global Wires

Reza Sarvari , Member, IEEE, Amin Rassekh , and Sina Shahhosseini

Abstract— In this paper, we argue that communication at
the speed of light (CaSoL) through on-chip copper intercon-
nects is possible in the near future based on giga-scale
integration (GSI) technologies. A three-step algorithm is
introduced to design the optimum buffers in such systems.
HSPICE simulations show that a 1.3 × time of flight (TF) is
reachable in 7-nm FinFET technology. It is also shown that
such a design is by nature, robust, and immune to process
variations and crosstalk noise.

Index Terms— Buffer insertion, global on-chip intercon-
nect, integrated circuit interconnections, repeater insertion.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING the past decade, as transistors benefited from
scaling, interconnects became the limiter used for

giga-scale integration (GSI) [1]. Although with technology
scaling the minimum feature size becomes smaller, the die
size increases due to having more functionality on a chip.
Hence, technology scaling results in an increase in both the
length and number of global lines. In fact, in nanometer
technologies, the global interconnects play a dominant rule in
performance, particularly in high-performance chips [2], [3].
Buffer insertion or repeater between a long interconnect is
a well-known method to reduce the delay [4]. The size and
number of repeaters are commonly optimized to minimize the
total delay [4]. However, in some works, optimal power is
considered in the repeater insertion technique [2]. Also, there
are some other works in the literature, which design repeaters
to reduce delay and power [5], minimize area and power [6],
and minimize power with delay and bandwidth constraints [7].

With scaling, the critical dimension (CD) process variations
would be a significant concern since the variations strongly
affect performance, power, and yield [8]. On the other hand,
the interconnect variability aggravates with technology scal-
ing [9], [10]. To avoid these effects, either the fluctuations
should be controlled, or the design should be robust.

In this paper, we show that for upcoming technologies,
“global wires” could potentially benefit from scaling. A simple
buffer insertion technique would guarantee communication at
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Fig. 1. (a) Representation of a TL with capacitive load CCL, and driver
resistance RD. (b) Proposed “tapered buffer” structure. (c) Cross-section
of global wires.

the speed of light (CaSoL) along copper wires. To keep up with
the trend of Moore’s law when clock frequencies are almost
constant, the use of multicore chips has been the customary
approach for the past decade. Communication between cores
becomes affordable using network-on-chip (NoC) architecture.

A wireless and optical NoC architecture has been proposed
to overcome the speed and power issues of copper wires [11].
The technique presented in this paper for buffer insertion for
CaSoL not only enables data communication at the material’s
speed limit with high bit-rate but also is robust and immune to
crosstalk noise and process variations. Low-swing signaling in
these conditions restores the electrical wires as a competitor
to their optical counterparts, both in terms of power and delay.

II. DESIGN ALGORITHM

Bakoglu proposed buffer insertion to reduce propagation
delay over on-chip metal wires [4]. Since then, modifications
have been made. Most of the previous works in this area are
based on propagation delay minimization through a structure,
shown in Fig. 1(a), where RD represents the driver’s resistance;
r , l, and c are the resistance, inductance, and capacitance per
unit length of the wire, respectively; x is the length of the
wire; and CL is the load capacitance. A stripline, as shown in
Fig. 1(c), is used for this work. HSPICE U-model is used
for transmission lines (TLs) throughout this work. The dc
resistance, inductance, and capacitance per unit length of a
single wire which is extracted from HSPICE simulation will
be as r = 9.4 k�/m, l = 292 nH/m, and c = 84 pF/m,
respectively.
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A. Problem Definition and Design Algorithm

Historically, the rc model has been accurate enough for on-
chip wires. However, for the global wires in recent technolo-
gies, the TL effect becomes crucial, and the wire inductance
should be considered in modeling and optimization [12]. What
shifts the optimization paradigm in this work is not the TL
effect by itself but the load capacitance, which becomes
smaller as the technology nodes are scaled down [13]; thus,
the wire can be considered an open-ended TL. More generally,
if the load impedance (at the frequency of interest) is much
larger than the characteristic impedance of the line, this
argument can be used. This means Z0TF/CL, where Z0 is the
characteristic impedance of TL and TF is the time of flight.
TF = x

√
lc, where its reciprocal represents the frequency of

operation.
We propose “tapered buffer” insertion, as shown in

Fig. 1(b), where the first cascaded buffer is minimum-sized,
and h is the taper ratio (i.e., the buffer at each stage is h times
larger than that of the previous stage). For a buffer in FinFET
technology, h is determined by the number of fins, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). Throughout this work, 7-nm FinFET technology
is used, and HSPICE models are derived from PTM [14]. The
design algorithm can be summarized in the following steps.

Step I (Determining technology parameters): (i.e., the char-
acteristics of the global wire and minimum-sized buffer). For
7-nm FinFET technology, the input capacitance and driver
resistance of the minimum-sized inverter (which is used as
a buffer) are C0 ≈ 60 aF and R0 ≈ 7 k�, respectively. The
stripline structure of the interconnects dictates that l and c of
the wires. Based on the International Technology Roadmap
for Semiconductors (ITRS) projections, global wiring pitch
and its aspect ratio remain almost constant for different
technologies [3]. As a result, Z0 and TF (for a specific length)
remain the same in different technologies, except for a little
change arising from the change in the wires’ aspect ratio. For
the stripline shown in Fig. 1(c), Z0 ≈ 60 �. While technology
scales down, CL (which is the input capacitance of minimum-
sized buffer C0) becomes much smaller than TF/Z0, and this
causes a jump in the voltage level at the end of the line. For
the chosen technology node, the ratio of CL Z0/TF is in the
order of 10−4 for a 1-mm-long global wire.

Step II (Finding the size of the driver): The voltage jump
at the end of the line is equal to the following equation [15]:

V (x, x
√

lc) = 2Z0VDD

Z0 + RD
e−rx/2Z0 (1)

so RD should be smaller than 3Z0 to enable CaSoL. In Fig. 2,
the delay normalized to the time of flight (τAB/TF) where
τAB is the delay from point A to point B, is plotted for a
1-mm-long global wire (shown in Fig. 1) versus RD, which
is normalized to Z0. Step responses are plotted for two
different RD. This shows that for an RD less than 3Z0, the
delay is simply equal to TF. Note that later, the optimal length
will be around 10 mm. Equation (1) implies that CaSoL is
possible for RD < Z0 at such a length. One possible design
strategy is to start from a matched driver (RD = Z0) and
design the global wiring pitch accordingly.

Fig. 2. Delay (normalized to the time of flight) for a 1-mm-long global
wire versus RD (normalized to Z 0). Step response also plotted for two
cases RD = 2.5Z 0 and RD = 3.5Z 0.

TABLE I
RESULTS FOR RON WITH HSPICE SIMULATION COMPARE TO (2)

The driver resistance of the tapered buffer can be written
empirically as (2). We supported our claim with a HSPICE
simulation, as shown in Table I. For the chosen technology
node, RD < 3 Z0 translates into hn−1 > 100 as follows:

RD = R0

hn−1 . (2)

Step III (Finding the optimal value for the distance between
buffers): xopt. As shown in Fig. 1(b), a line is divided into
equal segments of length x . Therefore, the ratio of delay
over the time of flight, τAB/TF, should be minimized, where
τAB(h, n, r , l, c, x) and TF (x , l, c). As is discussed in Step II,
if RD < 3Z0 then the dependence of τAB on h and n is very
small. As shown in [16], four different line parameters, r , l, c,
and x can be considered as a single, independent normalized
parameter. Hence, the optimal solution could be found by
scanning different lengths and finding the xopt wire length at
which τAB/TF is minimized.

B. Results

Fig. 3(a)–(d) show the dependence of τAB/TF on x . For x >
xopt, line attenuation becomes dominant, while for x < xopt,
the buffer delay becomes dominant. x > xopt can be used
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Fig. 3. τAB/T F versus length of the segment for buffer size. (a) n = 4. (b) n = 5. (c) n = 6. (d) n = 7. Step response of the segment for different
buffer sizes shown in Fig. 4. (e) n = 4, h = 5, xopt = 11.7 mm. (f) n = 5, h = 4, xopt = 13.2 mm. (g) n = 6, h = 3, xopt = 13.3 mm. (h) n = 7,
h = 3, xopt = 14.3 mm.

TABLE II
RESULTS FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT VALUES

OF h AND n. xOPT IS THE OPTIMAL DISTANCE

BETWEEN REPEATERS AS SHOWN IN FIG. 1

to save the silicon area and reduce power dissipation by a
delay penalty, while choosing x around or smaller than xopt
could result in a more robust design. As xopt is around 10 mm,
we expect that the impact of via is negligible. However, a full-
wave simulation is needed to investigate that.

Both process variations and crosstalk noise become a con-
cern for global wires in GSI. CaSoL buffer insertion, which
results in a delay close to TF, automatically guarantees a robust
design as TF is, by nature, nearly independent of process vari-
ations. Delay-induced crosstalk could also be overcome by the
same phenomenon. The optimization results are summarized
in Table II. Fig. 4 shows different buffer sizes with their
xopt values. The step response of these segments is shown in
Fig. 3(e)–(h). For h = 3 and n = 6, τAB = 1.3115 TF can be
obtained, which equals the delay in an optical system with a
refractive index of 1.9 and 0 delays for electrical-to-optical and
optical-to-electrical conversion. The same table shows total
dynamic energy (ED) per bit per segment, static energy (ES)
per bit per segment, and the percentage of the dynamic energy
of line (ED−line). The results show that more than 90% of
the total dynamic energies arise from the interconnects. Also,
the maximum number of fins (NFin) and area consumed (A)

Fig. 4. Optimum length for different tapered buffers.

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR INTERCONNECT PROCESS VARIATION OF OPTIMAL

DESIGNS SHOWN IN TABLE II. σ STANDS FOR THE STANDARD

DEVIATION OF DELAY DISTRIBUTION

with respect to the area of a minimum buffer size (A0) are
summarized in Table II. Note that we assumed the global wires
are switching at the maximum clock frequency (Fmax). Hence
the contribution of static power on the “energy per bit” is
negligible.

Table III shows delay variations due to the interconnect
process variations. It is assumed that all interconnect geo-
metrical values shown in Fig. 1 are suffering from a 3σ =
10% variation of the CD by Gaussian distributions [8], [10],
[17], [18] where the CD is the ITRS microprocessor (MPU)
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Fig. 5. Histogram of τAB/T F due to the interconnect process variation of the segment for different buffer sizes shown in Fig. 4. (a) n = 4, h = 5,
xopt = 11.7 mm. (b) n = 5, h = 4, xopt = 13.2 mm. (c) n = 6, h = 3, xopt = 13.3 mm. (d) n = 7, h = 3, xopt = 14.3 mm. Histogram of τAB/T F
due to the device process variation of the segment for different buffer sizes shown in Fig. 4. (e) n = 4, h = 5, xopt = 11.7 mm. (f) n = 5, h = 4,
xopt = 13.2 mm. (g) n = 6, h = 3, xopt = 13.3 mm. (h) n = 7, h = 3, xopt = 14.3 mm.

TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR SIMULATION OF DEVICE VARIATIONS FOR OPTIMAL

DESIGN SHOWN IN TABLE II, σ STANDS FOR THE

STANDARD DEVIATION OF DELAY DISTRIBUTION

half-pitch [3], and σ is the standard deviation. In the same
manner, the results of the device process variations are sum-
marized in Table IV. It is assumed that the gate length (Lg),
fin thickness (Tfin), fin height (Hfin), and oxide thickness (Tox)
are 11, 6.5, 18, and 1.15 nm, respectively, for 7-nm FinFET
technology with 3σ = 10% variation in their nominal values,
except for the oxide thickness, which is 5%. All of these are
modeled by Gaussian distribution [19].

We also consider threshold voltage variation (σ VT) due
to random dopant variation because this is an important
issue in sub-10-nm CMOS technologies [9], [20]–[23]. The
analytical equation for σ VT is given in (3) [9], [22], [23],
where q is the electron charge, Weff is the effective width,
εox is the oxide permittivity, and Nch is the total channel
doping concentration. Threshold voltage variation from other
sources, such as work-function and extensions resistance, are
significant [9]. All of these threshold variations are lumped
together in Pelgrom’s rule [9], [21] as given by (4)

σ VT = q ·
√

TFin · HFin

Weff
· Tox

εox
·

√
N ch√

Lg · Weff
(3)

σ VT = AVT√
2 · Lg · Weff

(4)

where AVT is the slope of the Pelgrom plot [21], [23]. Some
recent measurements suggest an AVT value for scaled FinFETs
at about 1 mV · μm [9], [23]–[26].

Fig. 5 shows histograms of τAB/TF variations for a segment
of different tapered buffer sizes (which are shown in Fig. 4)
under interconnect and device process variations. Process vari-
ations are studied using Monte Carlo simulations of HSPICE
with 1000 iterations.

Fig. 6 shows how the voltage propagates along a 40-mm
global wire. A long global interconnect has been chosen [27].
The wire is divided into three segments with buffers tapered by
h = 3 and n = 6. Probing the voltages could help readers to
understand how CaSoL is possible by proper buffer insertion.
As shown, the voltage at the end of each segment jumps at the
time of flight (TF), and the propagation delay inside each chain
of tapered buffers is a small fraction of TF. Implementing a
repeater with a number of fins might add parasitic capacitances
because of the layout constraints compared to the models
that we used. We investigated this effect by adding some
adjustments to our model, and the results show that it does not
cause a significant change in delay or energy. The histogram
of τAB/TF variations due to interconnect process variations and
device process variations is shown in Fig. 7.

The older model in [28]–[30] minimizes the delay of a TL
by

kopt =
√

0.56rLcL

hnopt R0C0
, nopt =

ln
(

1 + c·L
kopt ·C0

)
ln(h)

(5)

where L is the TL length, kopt is the optimum number of
segments, and nopt is the optimum number of stages of a
tapered buffer. The optimum value of h is equal to e. For
a 40-mm global wire, (5) results in kopt = 8 with buffers
tapered by h ≈ 3 and nopt = 8, which increases the total delay
from 1.3 TF to 1.8 TF. But the delay is not the point. In fact,
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Fig. 6. (a) 40-mm global wire is divided into three segments with tapered
buffers by h = 3 and n = 6. (b) Propagation of voltage along a 40-mm
global wire with CaSoL buffer insertion. The propagation from i1 till o1
(over the wire) and per segment (from o1 till o2) is “at the speed of light,”
and hence, the technique is called CaSoL.

Fig. 7. (a) Histogram of τAB/T F due to the interconnect process variation
for a 40-mm global wire with CaSoL buffer insertion shown in Fig. 6
(τABmax /T F = 1.4721, τABmin

/T F = 1.3378, and 3σ = 0.017429).
(b) Histogram of τAB/T F due to the device process variation for a 40-mm
global wire with CaSoL buffer insertion shown in Fig. 6 (τABmax = 1.4349,
τABmin

/T F = 1.3109, and 3σ = 0.054266).

the old buffer insertion technique results in a big overshoot
at the terminal point, as shown in Fig. 8, due to choosing a
nonoptimal length. The area in the conventional RC model is
24 times larger than the area in the CaSoL algorithm. Hence,
CaSoL algorithm saves silicon area too.

Fig. 8. (a) 40-mm global wire is divided into eight segments with older
standard tapered buffer insertion technique. (b) Plot of the step response
of a system optimized as in [28]–[30] (older standard tapered buffer
insertion technique based on rc-model for wires). It shows that voltage
at the far end is suffering from unreasonably large overshoot.

Fig. 9. (a) 40-mm global wire is divided into three segments with tapered
buffers by h = 4 and n = 6 with F = 1.7 at 22-nm CMOS. (b) Propagation
of voltage along a 40-mm global wire with CaSoL buffer insertion at 22-nm
CMOS (compared to 7-nm FinFET shown in Fig. 6). Total delay will be
1.7183 T F. Slower rise time is due to the smaller drivability for CMOS
compared to that of FinFET.

The CaSoL algorithm was applied to a 22-nm CMOS
process; the results are reported in Table V. Wmax is the
maximum width of a buffer in a repeater chain, and W0
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Fig. 10. (a) Proposed global wiring system which eliminates the crosstalk
induced delay for a CaSoL system (Table VI). Worst and best cases
are referring to the out-of-phase and in-phase signal patterns as shown
in the figure. Per unit length parameters of such a bus will be as: as
r = 11 kΩ/m, l = 150 nH/m, lm = 11.5 nH/m, cg = 140 pF/m, and
cm = 12 pF/m. Where l is self-inductance, lm is the mutual inductance
of adjacent wires, cg is the ground capacitance, and cm is the mutual
capacitance of adjacent wires. (b) Step response of structure shown in
(a) for two different cases. It shows how by reducing the aspect ratio, one
will guarantee at time of flight transition over wire at worst case while no
overshoot is seen for the best case scenario.

TABLE V
REPETITION OF TABLE II FOR 22-NM CMOS PROCESS. F IS THE

RATIO OF WIDTH OVER LENGTH OF PMOS TO THAT OF NMOS

is the width of minimum buffer size. Although the input
gate capacitors are as small as the 7-nm FinFET, at best,
τAB = 1.7193 TF can be achieved by h = 3 and n = 6.
This is because of the limited drivability of the conventional
CMOS compared to that of FinFET. Voltage propagation along
a 40-mm wire in this technology is shown in Fig. 9.

We have also shown that by reducing the wire’s aspect
ratio to one-half, the crosstalk noise is canceled. That means
CaSoL is guaranteed for out-of-phase switching, and there is
no overshoot for in-phase signals.

The structure of wires, voltage plots for in- and out-
of-phase cases, and the results are summarized in Fig. 10

TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF h AND n.
xOPT IS THE OPTIMAL DISTANCE BETWEEN REPEATERS AS SHOWN IN

FIG. 1(B) FOR A BUS OF FIVE GLOBAL WIRES WITH WIRE PITCH OF

4 μM AND ASPECT RATIO OF 1/2 AS SHOWN IN FIG. 10(A). HERE

WORST CASE AND BEST-CASE ARE REFERRING TO

OUT-OF-PHASE AND IN-PHASE SIGNALING OF

ADJACENT WIRES, RESPECTIVELY

[AS SHOWN IN FIG. 10(A)]

and Table VI. As CaSoL is also immune to process variations,
we propose adding such a layer to the top metal level for
low-swing NoC/global on-chip communication. Such a system
could surpass any on-chip optical interconnect system in terms
of delay and power.

III. CONCLUSION

A new paradigm for the design of global on-chip wires is
proposed. As an example, a three-step algorithm for buffer
insertion for CaSoL over global on-chip wires is presented.
Step I verifies the possibility of CaSoL over a wire with a
capacitive load. If CL � TF/Z0, then CaSoL is possible.
Whereas TF (the chip size) and Z0 are almost constant for
future technologies, scaling (reducing CL) makes CaSoL pos-
sible. Step II finds the structure of the tapered buffer. We have
shown that the effective driving resistance of the buffer should
be less than 3Z0. Simply by using a larger buffer, the crosstalk
noise can be overcome. Step III argues that among all different
parameters, finding an optimal value for the distance between
buffers completes the design algorithm. As the time of flight
dominates the delay value, we expect it to be independent of
interconnect and device process variations.

The simulations are in accordance with our expectations.
CaSoL buffer insertion technique pushes the global wire to its
physical limits, and it is a robust design. Hence, it can be used
for low-swing signaling to overcome the power dissipation
obstacle of next-gen GSI chips.
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